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Bezza premium x manual review

Clockwise from top right: 1.0 G Auto, 1.3 X, 1.3 AV The 2020 Perodua Bezza facelift was launched this morning, with the order books opened ahead of its official launch today last week. The Bezza has proved to be a favorite among Malaysians looking for an entry-level sedan, with 184,000 units sold since the original arrived on the Malaysian market in July
2016. Four variants of the facelifted Perodua Bezza are offered – the RM34,580 1.0L G Manual, the RM36,580 1.0L G Auto, the RM43,980 1.3L X and the RM49,980 1.3L AV. Trimming the Bezza lineup from five variants to the current four sees the 1.3L Manual of the pre-facelift model dropped from the range. This means that the 1.3 litre engine variants of
the Bezza are now automated, and the base 1.0G Manual is the only DIY gearbox variant. the 1.0 litre three-cylinder engine produces 67 hp and 91 Nm of scenic, while the 1.3 litre four-cylinder is rated at 94 pct and 121 Nm of torque. The larger of the two engines is equipped with Dual VVT-i and Eco Idle automatic stop-start, which helps fuel efficiency for
an alleged figure of 22 km/l. Here's a breakdown of each specification: Perodua Bezza 1.0 G Manual Get as standard: Mechanics 998 cc three-cylinder naturally aspirated engine 67 hp at 6,000 rpm 91 Nm at 4,400 rpm Five-speed manual transmission Ventilated brake discs (front), drum brakes (rear) Outdoor 14-inch alloy wheels LED reflector headlamps
LED combination tail lamps Wing Mirror turn indicators Inside Manual front seat adjustment Standard black fabric Power windows, driver's side automatically down Bluetooth connection Two cups, Leading Safety ABS with EBD Dual Front AirBags Rear ISOFIX Exterior Passenger Seats Four-Star ASEAN NCAP Rating 2020 Perodua Bezza 1.0 G Auto Add:
Mechanics Four-Speed Automatic Transmission 2020 Perodua Bezza 1.3 X Add: Mechanics 1,329 cc four-silinder naturally engine 94 hp at 6,000 rpm 121 Nm at 4,000 rpm Four-speed automatic transmission Outdoor Garnet Red outdoor color Front corner sensors Front fog lamps 15-inch two-tone alloy wheels Safety Stability Control Hill start helps 2020
Perodua Bezza 1.3 AV Add : Interior Black Faux Leather with Red Stitch Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel Steering Wheel-Mounted Audio Control Touchscreen with Navigation and Mirrorlink Reverse Camera Safety Advanced Safety Assistance (ASA) 2.0 - Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection, Front Departure Alert, Pedal Miseration Control Five
Star ASEAN NCAP Rating GALLERY: 2020 Perodua Bezza 1.3L AV GALLERY: 2020 Perodua Bezza 1.3L X GALLERY: 2020 Perodua Bezza 1.0L G GALLERY: 2020 Per RM 68,526 – RM 73,226 Previous Post: Petronas EV Liquids Symposium – Thermal Management Development and Its Impact on EV Performance Next Post: Keep Your Inner Cool with
PETRONAS ubricants - formulated formulated Normal and Hybrid Cars Copyright © 2021 Driven Communication Sdn Bhd. All Rights Reserved. RM 521.16/month RM 39,069.41 Find Perodua Bezza Dealers Looking to Buy a New Perodua Bezza (2018) 1.3 Premium X MT in Malaysia? Research Perodua Bezza (2018) 1.3 Premium X MT motor prices,
specs, safety, reviews and ratings at CarBase.my. You can also compare the Perodua Bezza (2018) 1.3 Premium X MT against its rivals in Malaysia. Price Peninsular RM 39,069.41 Langkawi - Sabah - Labuan - Sarawak - Options GearUp Dynamic Bodykit (front and rear bumper kits, side skirts and rear spoiler) RM 2,000.00 GearUp Dynamic Seat Covers
and Door Trim RM 900.00 GearUp Dynamic Package (bodykit, seat covers and door trim) RM 2,600.00 GearUp Stylish Package (bodykit, side door protectors and window visors) RM 2,265.00 Annual Costs Insurance RM 1,263.60 Road Tax RM 70.00 Warranty Warranty Manufacturer 5 years / 150,000 km * whichever comes first Warranty Extended - Notes
- Ebony Black Glittering Silver Ivory White Lava Red Ocean Blue Sugar Brown Note: Chrome door handles Colours - Interior Note: Piano black centre console Powertrain Engine Tech 16-valve DOHC, naturally-aspirated with variable valve timing Capacity 1,329 cc Horsepower 94 hp at 6,000 rpm Arrangement Inline 4 Torque 121 Nm at 4,000 rpm Timing
Type Chain Fuel Petrol Bore x Stroke 72.5 mm x 80.6 mm Compression Ratio 11.5:1 Drivetrain Type Manual Transmission Name 5MT Ratios 5 Manufacturer Akashi Kikai Driveline Front Wheel Drive performance and efficiency 0-100 km/h - Rated economy 4.6 L/100 km (NEDC) Top Speed - Co2 - Dimensions Length 4,150 mm Doors 4 Width 1,620 mm
Seats 5 Height 1,510 mm Boat Space 508 gallon Wheel 2,455 mm Fuel Tank 36 gallon Weight 900 kg Tire Front 175/65R14 Spare Tire Full Size 14 Tire Rear 175/65R14 Factory Tires Bridgestone Ecopia EP150 Spare Set Type Unibody Assembly Malaysia Front Suspension MacPherson St Rear Suspension Torsion Beam Front Wheels 14 8-Driven Alloy
Rear Wheels 14 8-Driven Alloy Front Brakes Ventilated Disc Rear Brakes Drum Steering Rack and Pinion (Electric Power Steering) Chassis Notes - Crash Safety Ratings EuroNCAP Not Tested ANCAP Not Tested ASEAN NCAP View Full Report Safety Airbags 2 (Driver and Passenger) ABS/EBD Stability Control Alarm Immobilizer Airbag Disable Function
Child Safety Lock Tutorial for Rear Doors Seat Belts 5 Three-Point Blind Spot Information System ISOFIX Available on Two Outer Rear Passenger Seats Autonomous Brake System Lane-Keeping Assist No Collision Warning Seatbelt Reminder Driver Only Night Vision Safety Notes Sun and Security Window Film Lighting Headlamps Halogen Reflector
Taillamps LED Combination Front Foglamps LED Daytime Running Lights Rear Foglamps Wing Turn Mirror Indicators Cabin Seats Front Manual Adjustable, seat height adjustable seats behind 60:40 Split-fold Front Air-con Air-con 1 Front Interior Lighting Card Lights Cup Holders 2 Front Sunshades Audio Radio CD Player with Bluetooth and 4 Speakers
Convenience Power Windows Four Windows, Driver's Side Auto Down Auto Start/Stop Cruise Control Engine Start Keyless Push Button Tiptronic Hill Start HelpIng Paddle Shift Auto Headlamps Send Sound Control Auto Wipers Sending Tilt Bluetooth Steering Telescopic Navigation Electric Send Adjustment Parking Sensor Front 2 Sensors Head-up Display
Parking Sensor Rear2 Sensors Include Keyless Operation Reverse Camera Auto Parking Power Door Folding Wing Mirrors Boat Operation Remote Control Activation Tool Cluster Backlights Analog Parking Brake Handrem Convenience Notes USB Charger See More (1) Perodua Bezza's Competitors Reviews Could | November 23, 2016 09:18 AM Perodua
makes a sedan. The company that ruled the roost in Malaysia for a decade with only two hatches and an MPV has finally come up with the classic three-box sedan that many Malaysians are asking for. A Bezza concept was first shown at the 2010 Kuala Lumpur International Motor Show; and speculation of a Perodua sedan has been rife ever since. Perodua
officials on their side, barely trying to quell those rumors, responding to prods on the subject at press conferences with wry cryptic answers. The Bezza we see today bears next to no resemblance to the show car from six years ago, but it again demonstrates Perodua's knack for responding to the needs of consumers and delivering products people want.
Now that it's here, is the Bezza pressing all the right buttons for Malaysian motorists? Specifications: Price: RM42,800 - RM50,800 (CBU, OTR without Insurance)Engine: 1.3-litre, Inline-4 Transverse, Dual VVT-i, PetrolPower: 94hp @ 6,000rpmTorque: 121Nm @ 4,000rpmTransmission: 5-speed manual, 4-speed torque converter automatic, FWDSafety: 2
airbags, ABS, EBD, ISOFIX, Electronic Stability Control*, Traction Control*, Brake Assist*, Hill (* - Only 1.3 Ahead) Origins: Locally produced at Rawang, Selangor.OverviewTwo engines, each in turn available with manual and automatic transmission and organized into three model lines making a total of five variants for customers to choose from. Prices start
at RM37,300 for the 1.0-liter Standard G variant with manual transmission. This review focuses on the 1.3-liter variants, starting at RM42,800 for Premium X species with manual transmission; the other test car featured here is the range-topping 1.3 Advance, presented exclusively with automatic transmission and priced at RM50,800. Between these two,
buyers also have the option to specify Premium X trim with automatic transmission. A sprawling version of the Axia's platform underpins the Bezza. Like other Perodua models, the Bezza leverages heavily on Daihatsu's engineering expertise, but she is said to be specific to our market tailor-made for the tastes of our people. That is, in other words, not a
rebaded Toyota or Daihatsu model - 95% of its components are made in Malaysia.The three-cylinder engine of the 1.0-liter model is based on the 1KR lump found in the Axia but improved with the addition of variable valve timing. The four-cylinder engine of the 1.3-liter model is more advanced, boasts dual variable valve time operation and, in the case of the
range-topping Advance model, equipped with Auto Stop/Start. It is part of the new NR series engine family produced in Perodua's new engine plant in Sendayan; The 1.5-litre Dual VVT i engine now powering the Toyota Vios comes from the same family. Equipment levels are decent about the range for the price. It is the first Perodua model with electronic
stability control, although it remains limited to the flagship variant. Further below, the 1.0-liter base model starts things off with 60:40 split-folding rear seats, reverse sensors, dual airbags, ABS, EBD, and ISOFIX mountains. Keyless entry and front-parking sensors come in useful at Premium X spec with send-mounted audio controls, multimedia touchscreen,
and reverse camera that requires you to splurge for the Advance model. OutsideTipical of most sedans built on hatch underpily, the Bezza has a long rear end that in turn gives it a rather long slab-sided silhouette. There's no friendly way to put it, but the Bezza's shape isn't a naturally appealing one. Badges aside, there aren't many clues that distinguish the
1.0- and 1.3-liter models from each other. Alloy rims measure 14 inches are standard for all grades, as is, remarkably, automatic headlamps. The 1.3 Premium X models get front manure lamps, side mirror-integrated signal lamps and chrome door handles. Finally, the Advance model received lace skirts and its own unique 5-spiral-spoke alloy edge design.
The vehicle's appearance is otherwise pretty homoge across the range. Stretching just 4,150mm long and stretching about 1,625mm wide, the Bezza is one of the smallest four-door sedans in the market. The next closest in size is the Mitsubishi Attrage, stretching the tyre measure to 4,245mm long by 1,670mm wide. The new Proton Saga, with which the
Bezza competes most directly with price, is a full size larger at 4,331mm long with 1,689mm wide. Inside The Bezza's price range, we're less concerned about matters like design flank or soft material than we are with robustness and utility value. We can forgive hard plastic as long as they feel hardy, but that is said, we also accept no excuse for poor
consideration of insanity as well as the various little things that matter in the day to day commute. For starters, tools and controls are clear and easy to use, but we were surprised to find that the don't even offer height adjustment, let alone reach. I Am also unable to settle on a seat position to accommodate my 170cm frame - to get a good reach of both the
pedal and steering wheel, I had to sit more upright than necessary or comfortable for a long trip. Reclining the seat one notch back puts the steering wheel further than it is safe for carrying emergency maneuvers. Overall interior packaging is a bit of a mixed bag. On one hand, Perodua has a fine job eking out commodious cabin and boat space from inside
the Bezza's compact dimensions; On the other hand, however, we feel allocating in-cabin storage spaces can be further improved. Space along the center tunnel, in particular off the gear lever, feels underutilized with a very limited space to empty the contents of our pockets in. The door pockets are a little too narrow for our tastes too, but the glove box is at
least decently sized, and we also appreciate the Smart Tag drawer hidden at the right side of the steering column. Also likely to prove useful on a day-to-day basis the pair of tarik hooks are installed at the back of each front seat as well as the anti-jerk hand bag hook placed on the side of the front passenger seat. Driving ExperienceIt doesn't take many
kilometres for a driver to discern that this is a vehicle built less for long-haul travel than it is for the daily urban commute. Light controls, compact dimensions and a small turning board – all elements designed to ease the car through tight boundaries. The manual version gives a good first impression with a light clutch as well as well-defined slots to drive
through the gears; Moving down, however, this immediately became a less convincing prospect - the clutch didn't bite convincingly at takeoff and neither did overall pedal calibration conducive to heel-and-toe downchanges. Obviously, it's best to just pick your Bezza with an automated transfer; the four-speed 'box works through its relationships smartly
enough and is sufficiently smooth in its operation. As a whole, this car feels like it's made to function best with a car. Regardless of transmission, the Bezza doesn't take kindly to any kind of enthusiastic management. At high revs, the engine loses its veneer of refinement, and stability at high speeds is also not reassuring. Performance is adequate, mind you,
and the car will constantly build up speed to the national limit without struggling.Comfort &amp;; RefinementThe Bezza's suspension is a touch firm, but there's enough dampening to isolate the cabin from the hardness of poor surfaces. The vehicle is also, as a whole, largely free of unwanted forms of vibration and itself generates very little noise — except
when you tax the engine under hard acceleration. Where it can do with some improvement is the isolation of Sounds. On rainy days in particular, you will quickly find your conversations drowned out by the raindrops hitting the roof and also the sound of water splashing at the rear-wheel arches. There is also a lot of road noise generated by the tires on the
move. So, while the Bezza doesn't rattle on its own or make a lot of noise, it also seems not to have sufficient isolation to block sounds from the outside. How economic is it? Official published fuel consumption of the Bezza ranges from 4.4 to 4.8 litres/100km depending on the engine and transmission combo. As tested, the 1.3-liter manual model is rated at
4.6 litres/100km, while the 1.3-liter Advance model with automatic starting stop is even more efficient at 4.5 litres/100km. In our hands, the 1.3 manual test car returned 7.0 litres/100km over a mixed route from urban and highway driving. The 1.3 Advance Test car was indeed more efficient, turning more than 6.4 litres/100km under the same circumstances.
Far from the alleged figures, but still one of the more economic cars we reviewed this year. Perodua has yet to provide detailed breakdown of service charges for the Bezza, but an ongoing promotion that provides service vouchers worth RM1,200 (promo valid 17-30 Nov) is said to be good for 2 years of free maintenance. Those who buy the Advance model
with automatic stop/start buying will have to be mindful of slightly higher battery replacement costs, which are estimated to be in the region of 10-15%. As with all Perodua models, the service for the Bezza is set at 10,000km intervals. ConclusionYy asked for it, they made it. People have been asking a Perodua sedan for somewhere, and they have it.
Perodua has the habit of reading what the market needs and acting immediately to meet them - 20,000 cars sold in the first 90 days will indeed prove the company's approach. Affordable to buy, spacious, and replete with all the required equipment from a modern car; it's as if Perodua has compiled a checklist of items and features that a Malaysian wants in a
car and built the Bezza accordingly. The Bezza isn't a car to excite one's senses, nor is it a car built with any grandse claims. Admittedly, this isn't a management experience to enjoy; But Perodua's excellent track record of reliability and after sales means that you get an ownership experience that's as painless as can be. If you're looking for an affordable,
fuss-free, and ever reliable mode of transportation, that's it. It.
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